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Abstract
For any function f : X × Y → Z, we prove that
Q∗cc(f) ·QOIP(f) · (logQOIP(f) + log |Z|) ≥ Ω(log |X |).
Here, Q∗cc(f) denotes the bounded-error communication complexity of f using an entanglement-
assisted two-way qubit channel, and QOIP(f) denotes the number of quantum queries needed
to learn x with high probability given oracle access to the function fx(y)
def
= f(x, y). We show
that this tradeoff is close to the best possible. We also give a generalization of this tradeoff for
distributional query complexity.
As an application, we prove an optimal Ω(log q) lower bound on the Q∗cc complexity of
determining whether x + y is a perfect square, where Alice holds x ∈ Fq, Bob holds y ∈ Fq,
and Fq is a finite field of odd characteristic. As another application, we give a new, simpler
proof that searching an ordered size-N database requires Ω(logN/ log logN) quantum queries.
(It was already known that Θ(logN) queries are required.)
1 Introduction
Let f : X × Y → Z be a function, where X,Y,Z are finite sets. In this paper, we study quantum
algorithms for two computational problems associated with f .
The communication problem. In this problem, Alice has x ∈ X, Bob has y ∈ Y , and the goal
is for Bob to output f(x, y) with as little communication between Alice and Bob as possible. Three
different models have been considered for exploiting the laws of quantum mechanics to assist with
this task:
• We can give Alice and Bob a (two-way) qubit channel, i.e. we allow them to exchange qubits
instead of classical bits.
• We can allow Alice and Bob to share an entangled state of arbitrary finite dimension that
does not depend on their inputs.
∗This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
under Grant No. DGE-1610403.
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• We can give Alice and Bob both capabilities.
A qubit channel can be simulated with factor-2 overhead using an entanglement-assisted classical
channel via teleportation [BBC+93]. On the other hand, no simulation in the other direction is
known; there might be some functions f for which entanglement is more useful than a qubit channel.
In this paper, we consider the most powerful model, where Alice and Bob have an entanglement-
assisted qubit channel. Let Q∗ccε (f) be the minimum number of qubits exchanged in any protocol
in this model for computing f with failure probability at most ε ≥ 0. As shorthand, define
Q∗cc(f) = Q∗cc1/3(f).
The oracle identification problem. In this problem, there is an unknown value x ∈ X, and the
goal is to determine x using as few queries as possible to an oracle for the function fx(y)
def
= f(x, y).
For example, “hidden shift” problems like the Bernstein-Vazirani problem [BV97] fit into this
framework. Classically, for any f , at least log |X|log |Z| queries are required, for the trivial reason that
each query gives at most log |Z| bits of information about x. But we will allow quantum queries,
i.e. the algorithm can apply Ufx , the unitary operator on C
|Y | ⊗ C|Z| defined by
Ufx |y〉 |a〉 = |y〉 |a+ f(x, y) mod |Z|〉 .
Let QOIPε (f) be the minimum number of queries made by an algorithm with failure probability at
most ε ≥ 0. As shorthand, define QOIP(f) = QOIP1/3 (f). Note that we allow for the possibility that
fx ≡ fx′ for some x 6= x′. In this degenerate case, QOIP(f) =∞.
1.1 Main result
In this paper, we show that QOIP(f) and Q∗cc(f) cannot both be tiny:
Theorem 1. For any1 function f : X × Y → Z,
Q∗cc(f) ·QOIP(f) · (log QOIP(f) + log |Z|) ≥ Ω(log |X|). (1)
A consequence of Theorem 1 is that an upper bound on one of the two complexity measures,
QOIP(f) or Q∗cc(f), implies a lower bound on the other complexity measure. This technique can
prove very strong communication complexity lower bounds: if QOIP(f) ≤ O(1), then Theorem 1
implies that Q∗cc(f) ≥ Ω(log |X|), which is trivially optimal for any f . On the other hand, this
technique has limited value for proving query complexity lower bounds: even if Q∗cc(f) ≤ O(1),
Theorem 1 only gives the lower bound QOIP(f) ≥ Ω
(
log |X|
log |Z| log log |X|
)
, whereas in actual fact,
QOIP(f) might be much larger. For example, QOIP(EQ) ≥ Ω(
√
|X|); this is the familiar fact
that Grover’s algorithm [Gro96] is optimal, proven by Bennett et al. [BBBV97].
1.2 Proof overview
Theorem 1 generalizes the technique used by Cleve et al. [CDNT13] to prove that Q∗cc(IP) ≥ Ω(n).
In our terminology, Cleve et al. used the fact that QOIP(IP) = 1 by the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm
1In the degenerate case that f does not depend on x, Q∗cc(f) = 0 and QOIP(f) =∞; the left-hand side of Eq. (1)
should be interpreted as evaluating to ∞ in this case. Similar remarks apply to Theorems 2 and 3 and Lemma 5.
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[BV97, CEMM98]. The core of the proof is a lower bound on the communication required to
transmit classical data over an entanglement-assisted two-way qubit channel. Based on Holevo’s
theorem [Hol73], Cleve et al. proved such a bound [CDNT13, Theorem 1] in terms of mutual
information, a measure of the amount of data transmitted in expectation. We will use a similar
bound (Theorem 4) by Nayak and Salzman for transmitting data with high probability. Cleve et
al.’s bound would be sufficient for Theorem 1, but Nayak and Salzman’s bound allows us to derive
a strengthening of Theorem 1 for the distributional version of QOIP(f), i.e. the case when the
unknown value x is drawn from a known distribution.
Given that bound, the proof of Theorem 1 is very simple. To transmit x ∈ X from Alice to
Bob, Bob executes the QOIP(f) algorithm, and the two of them simulate each query using the
Q∗ccε (f) protocol. If ε is small enough, the transmission is successful with constant probability,
which implies that the total number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob, QOIP(f) ·Q∗ccε (f), must be
at least 12 log |X| − O(1). The final bound in Theorem 1 comes from the standard amplification
bound Q∗ccε (f) ≤ O(Q∗cc(f) · log(1/ε)).
1.3 Related work
Entanglement-assisted communication complexity was introduced by Cleve and Buhrman [CB97].
There is a sizable body of research on proving lower bounds for Q∗cc [BW01, Raz03, MW07, SZ09,
LS09a, LS09b, KW13, BBLV13, CDNT13]. Two papers are especially relevant to the present work.
First, as previously mentioned, our technique generalizes that of Cleve et al. [CDNT13]. Second,
Montanaro and Winter [MW07] gave a different generalization of the argument by Cleve et al. by
considering a specific family of one-query algorithms to replace the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm.
Oracle identification problems were first studied in generality by Ambainis et al. [AIK+04]. One
line of research on oracle identification problems [AIK+04, AIK+07, AIN+09, Kot14] has focused
on the worst-case f , i.e. the quantity
OIP(X,Y,Z)
def
= max
f :X×Y→Z
QOIP(f),
where the maximum ranges over functions f such that QOIP(f) < ∞. Kothari proved optimal
bounds on OIP(X,Y, {0, 1}) [Kot14]. In contrast, our tradeoff theorem provides a technique for
proving lower bounds on QOIP(f) for specific functions f .
In another line of research [SG04, AS05, HMP+10], oracle identification problems have been
studied under the alternate name exact learning from membership queries. Servedio and Gortler
[SG04] showed that for any f : X × Y → {0, 1},
QOIP(f) ≥ Ω
(
log |X|
log |Y | +
√
1/γ(f)
)
, (2)
where γ(f) is a certain combinatorial parameter satisfying 2 ≤ 1/γ(f) ≤ |Y | + 1. This bound is
incomparable with ours. On the one hand, Eq. (2) only gives a trivial Ω(1) lower bound for searching
an ordered size-N database, whereas we will show in Section 4.2 that our tradeoff implies a near-
optimal Ω(logN/ log logN) lower bound. On the other hand, Eq. (2) gives the optimal Ω(
√
N)
lower bound for unordered search, whereas our tradeoff only gives a weak Ω(logN/ log logN) lower
bound.
Ours is far from the first theorem relating query complexity and communication complexity.
Many researchers have shown how to derive communication complexity lower bounds from lower
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bounds on the query complexity of related functions [RM99, GPW15, Go¨o¨15, GLM+16, dRNV16,
HHL16, Go¨o¨16, WYY17, CKLM17, GKPW17, GPW17, AGJ+17]. But to the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to explicitly observe a tradeoff between communication complexity and query
complexity.
We defer discussion of previous work related to our applications to Section 4.
1.4 Outline of this paper
In Section 2, we prove a version of Theorem 1 for exact communication protocols and query al-
gorithms, i.e. for the case ε = 0. Then, in Section 3, we prove Theorem 1 and a generalization
of Theorem 1 for the distributional version of QOIP. In Section 4, we discuss applications of our
tradeoff theorems. Finally, in Section 5, we show that Theorem 1 and our tradeoff theorem for the
exact case are near-optimal, thereby demonstrating the limitations of our lower bound techniques.
2 Tradeoff theorem for the exact case
We begin with the exact case, where the bound is improved and the proof is very simple.
Theorem 2. For any f : X × Y → Z,
Q∗cc0 (f) ·QOIP0 (f) ≥
1
2
log |X|.
To prove Theorem 2, we closely follow the analysis by Cleve et al. [CDNT13]. Recall that a
Q∗cc protocol operates on four registers: Alice and Bob’s input registers; a shared register initially
in a bipartite state |φ〉 that does not depend on the inputs and that also serves as the players’
ancilla registers; and an output register of dimension |Z|, initially in the state |0〉, held by Bob.
Suppose U is a unitary operator on C|X| ⊗ C|Y | ⊗ Cd ⊗ C|Z|. We say that U cleanly computes f if
there is some state |φ〉 ∈ Cd such that for every x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, a ∈ Z,
U |x〉 |y〉 |φ〉 |a〉 = |x〉 |y〉 |φ〉 |a+ f(x, y) mod |Z|〉 .
Identify each Q∗cc protocol with the unitary operator2 implemented by the protocol. The standard
“copy and uncompute” trick proves the following lemma:
Lemma 1. For any function f : X × Y → Z, there is a communication protocol U in which Alice
sends Bob at most Q∗cc0 (f) qubits such that U cleanly computes f .
Proof. Let U0 be a protocol for f in which at most Q
∗cc
0 (f) qubits are exchanged. Let V be the
unitary operator on C|Z| ⊗ C|Z| defined by
V : |z〉 |a〉 7→ |z〉 |a+ z mod |Z|〉 .
In U , Bob has an extra |Z|-dimensional ancilla register as compared to U0. The protocol U :
1. Execute U0, with the new ancilla register taking the place of the output register of U0.
2This is well-defined, because the Q∗cc model does not allow intermediate measurements, i.e. a Q∗cc protocol only
involves applying unitary operators and exchanging qubits.
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2. Apply V to copy the result into the actual output register.
3. Execute U−10 to restore the registers to their initial state (other than the output register).
The number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob in this protocol is the number of qubits sent from Alice
to Bob in U0, plus the number of qubits sent from Bob to Alice in U0. This is at most Q
∗cc
0 (f).
Proof of Theorem 2. We give a protocol for sending an arbitrary element x ∈ X from Alice to Bob.
Bob executes the QOIP0 (f) protocol, simulating each query by executing the clean communication
protocol for f . The total number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob in this protocol is only Q∗cc0 (f) ·
QOIP0 (f). But by [CDNT13, Theorem 1] (a consequence of Holevo’s theorem [Hol73]), the number
of qubits sent from Alice to Bob must be at least 12 log |X|.
3 Tradeoff theorems for the bounded-error case
3.1 Smooth max-entropy
We will formulate our distributional communication-query tradeoff in terms of smooth max-entropy.
If x and y are random variables on the same measurable space, we write x ∼ε y if x and y are
ε-close in total variation distance. Recall that if x is a random variable and ε > 0, the ε-smooth
max-entropy of x, denoted Hεmax(x), is defined by
Hεmax(x) = min{log2 |supp(y)| : x ∼ε y}. (3)
Equivalently, 2H
ε
max(x) is the size of the smallest set S such that Pr[x ∈ S] ≥ 1 − ε. Operationally,
⌈Hεmax(x)⌉ is the worst-case number of bits needed to transmit x over a classical channel with ε
probability of failure.
3.2 Distributional communication-query tradeoff
For a function f : X × Y → Z, a distribution µ on X, and ε > 0, let QOIPµ,ε (f) be the minimum
number of queries of any quantum algorithm that outputs x with failure probability at most ε given
oracle access to fx(y)
def
= f(x, y), where the randomness includes both the internal randomness of
the algorithm and a random draw of x from distribution µ. Clearly, for every distribution µ,
QOIPµ,ε (f) ≤ QOIPε (f). The distributional strengthening of Theorem 1:
Theorem 3. For every f : X × Y → Z and every distribution µ on X,
Q∗cc(f) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f) · (log QOIPµ,1/3(f) + log |Z|) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)).
Toward proving Theorem 3, we begin with a Holevo-style theorem by Nayak and Salzman [NS02].
Nayak and Salzman only formally stated this theorem for the case that µ is uniform, where their
result gives a better dependence on the error ε than [CDNT13, Theorem 1]. Nayak and Salzman
alluded to the non-uniform case, which follows easily from their analysis.
Theorem 4 ([NS02]). Let µ be a distribution on a finite set X. Suppose there is a protocol that
allows Alice to send Bob an element x ∼ µ using an entanglement-assisted two-way qubit channel
with failure probability ε. (The failure probability is over the randomness of x and the randomness
of the protocol.) Then the number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob in this protocol is at least
1
2H
ε
max(µ).
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Proof sketch. Let γx be the probability that the protocol succeeds in the case that Alice is sending x,
so that
∑
x∈X µ(x)γx = 1−ε. Say Alice sends m qubits to Bob in the protocol. If 22m > |X|, we’re
done, because Hεmax(µ) ≤ log |X|. Otherwise, let S be the set of the 22m most likely values of x. It
is shown in the proof of [NS02, Theorem 1.1] that
∑
x∈X γx ≤ 22m, so
∑
x∈X µ(x)γx ≤
∑
x∈S µ(x).
Therefore,
∑
x∈S µ(x) ≥ 1− ε, and hence Hεmax(µ) ≤ log |S| = 2m.
Theorem 4 is optimal: using superdense coding [BW92], Alice can transmit x ∼ µ to Bob with
ε probability of failure by sending ⌈12Hεmax(µ)⌉ qubits.
Next, we generalize Lemma 1 to show that when ε > 0, every f has a communication protocol
that is approximately clean in which Alice sends Bob at most Q∗ccε (f) qubits. Again, this mimics
the analysis in [CDNT13].
Lemma 2. For any function f : X × Y → Z and any ε ≥ 0, there is a communication protocol
U in which Alice sends at most Q∗ccε (f) qubits to Bob with the following correctness guarantee. Let
|φ〉 be the shared state in U , and define |errorx,y,a〉 to be the (non-normalized) vector such that
U |x〉 |y〉 |φ〉 |a〉 = |x〉 |y〉 |φ〉 |a+ f(x, y)〉+ |errorx,y,a〉 .
Then ‖ |errorx,y,a〉 ‖2 ≤ 2|Z|
√
ε, and for each fixed x ∈ X, a ∈ Z, as y varies, the states |errorx,y,a〉
are orthogonal.
Proof. The construction of U is the same as that used to prove Lemma 1, with one modification:
Alice and Bob begin by copying their inputs into ancilla registers, and then they never touch their
input registers. Now, we analyze U . After executing the protocol U0 for f , the state is
|x〉 |y〉
(∑
z∈Z
αx,y,z |Ax,y,z〉 |z〉
)
|a〉 ,
where
∑
z |αx,y,z|2 = 1 and |αx,y,f(x,y)|2 ≥ 1− ε. After applying the unitary V defined in the proof
of Lemma 1, the state is
|x〉 |y〉
(∑
z∈Z
αx,y,z |Ax,y,z〉 |z〉 |a+ z〉
)
,
which we can rewrite as
|x〉 |y〉
(∑
z∈Z
αx,y,z |Ax,y,z〉 |z〉
)
|a+ f(x, y)〉+|x〉 |y〉
 ∑
z∈Z
z 6=f(x,y)
αx,y,z |Ax,y,z〉 |z〉 (|a+ z〉 − |a+ f(x, y)〉)
 .
It follows that
|errorx,y,a〉 = (U−10 ⊗ I) |x〉 |y〉
 ∑
z∈Z
z 6=f(x,y)
αx,y,z |Ax,y,z〉 (|a+ z〉 − |a+ f(x, y)〉)
 .
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These vectors are othogonal as y varies, because |y〉 is a factor of (U0 ⊗ I) |errorx,y,a〉. We now
bound the ℓ2 norm:
‖ |errorx,y,a〉 ‖2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥|x〉 |y〉
 ∑
z∈Z
z 6=f(x,y)
αz |Ax,y,z〉 (|a+ z〉 − |a+ f(x, y)〉)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
by unitarity
≤ 2
∑
z∈Z
z 6=f(x,y)
|αz | by the triangle inequality
≤ 2|Z|√ε.
We rely on a standard lemma relating ℓ2 distance and total variation distance:
Lemma 3 ([BV97]). Suppose |φ〉 , |ψ〉 are pure quantum states of the same dimension satisfying
‖ |φ〉−|ψ〉 ‖2 ≤ ε. Then the total variation distance between the two probability distributions resulting
from making the same measurement on |φ〉 vs. |ψ〉 is at most 4ε.
Now, like in the proof of Theorem 2, we use the approximately clean protocol to transmit data
from Alice to Bob:
Lemma 4. Fix any f : X×Y → Z, any distribution µ over X, and any ε > 0. There is a protocol
for sending x ∼ µ from Alice to Bob with failure probability at most
1
3
+O(
√
ε|Z|2QOIPµ,1/3(f))
using an entanglement-assisted qubit channel in which Alice sends at most Q∗ccε (f) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f) qubits
to Bob. The failure probability is over the randomness of x and the internal randomness of the
protocol.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, Bob executes the QOIPµ,1/3(f) protocol. He simulates each query
using the communication protocol of Lemma 2. The total number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob
in this protocol is Q∗cc(f) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f).
Now we analyze the failure probability. In this protocol, the state is initially
|x〉 |φ〉 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 |0〉 .
Here, we have ordered the registers as follows: Alice’s input register; the shared register for the
communication protocol; a register which is simultaneously Bob’s input register for the communi-
cation protocol and the query register for the OIP algorithm; a register which is simultaneously
the output register of the communication protocol and of the OIP oracle; the ancilla state of the
query algorithm; the output register of the query algorithm. We show by induction on i that after
i queries, the state is (2|Z|2√εi)-close (in ℓ2 distance) to the state
|x〉 |φ〉 |Ax,i〉 ,
where |Ax,i〉 is the state that the QOIPµ,1/3(f) algorithm is in after making i queries. For the base case,
when i = 0, this is trivially true. For the inductive step, assume it is true for some value of i. Then
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Bob will apply a unitary operation Vi for processing before query i + 1. After this, by unitarity,
the state is (2|Z|2√εi)-close to
|x〉 |φ〉
 ∑
y∈Y,a∈Z
αy,z,i+1 |y〉 |a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉
 ,
where
∑
y∈Y,a∈Z αy,z,i+1 |y〉 |a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉 is the state that the QOIPµ,1/3(f) algorithm is in just before
making query i + 1. Then, Bob runs the communication protocol, leading to a state that is
(2|Z|2√εi)-close to
|x〉 |φ〉
 ∑
y∈Y,a∈Z
αy,z,i+1 |y〉 |a+ f(x, y)〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉
+ ∑
y∈Y,a∈Z
αy,z,i+1 |errorx,y,a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉 .
Now, of course,
∑
y∈Y,a∈Z αy,z,i+1 |y〉 |a+ f(x, y)〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉 is another way of writing Ax,i+1. Fur-
thermore,∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
y∈Y,a∈Z
αy,z,i+1 |errorx,y,a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
a∈Z
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
y∈Y
αy,z,i+1 |errorx,y,a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
by the triangle inequality. Since the states |errorx,y,a〉 are orthogonal as y varies and each ‖ |errorx,y,a〉 ‖2
is bounded by 2|Z|√ε, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
y∈Y,a∈Z
αy,z,i+1 |errorx,y,a〉 |Bx,y,a,i+1〉
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
a∈Z
2|Z|√ε ·
√∑
y∈Y
|αy,z,i+1|2
≤
∑
a∈Z
2|Z|√ε
≤ 2|Z|2√ε.
Another application of the triangle inequality completes the induction. It follows that just before
measurement, the state is (2|Z|2√εQOIPµ,1/3(f))-close to what it would be in the QOIPµ,1/3(f) protocol.
Let γx be the probability that the Q
OIP
µ,1/3(f) protocol fails in the case that the correct answer
is x ∈ X, so that Ex∼µ[γx] is the overall failure probability of the QOIPµ,1/3(f) algorithm and hence
is bounded by 1/3. By Lemma 3, the probability that our data transmission protocol fails in the
case that Alice holds x is at most γx+8|Z|2
√
εQOIPµ,1/3(f). Therefore, the overall failure probability
of our data transmission protocol is bounded by
E
x∼µ
[γx + 8|Z|2
√
εQOIPµ,1/3(f)] ≤ 1/3 +O(
√
ε|Z|2QOIPµ,1/3(f)).
Lemma 5. For every f : X × Y → Z and every distribution µ on X, there is a value ε ≥
Ω(|Z|−4QOIPµ,1/3(f)−2) such that
Q∗ccε (f) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f) ≥
1
2
H1/2max(µ).
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Proof. Choose ε small enough that the failure probability in Lemma 4 is only 1/2. Then apply
Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let ε be the value in Lemma 5. By straightforward amplification,
Q∗ccε (f) ≤ O(Q∗cc(f) · (log QOIP(f) + log |Z|).
Therefore,
Q∗cc(f) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f) · (log QOIPµ,1/3(f) + log |Z|) ≥ Ω(Q∗ccε (f)) ·QOIPµ,1/3(f) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)).
Proof of Theorem 1. Let µ be the uniform distribution on X. Then H
1/2
max(µ) = log |X| − 1 and
QOIP(f) ≥ QOIPµ,1/3(f), so applying Theorem 3 completes the proof.
4 Applications
4.1 Determining whether x+ y is a perfect square
Fix a finite field Fq. Define PS : Fq × Fq → {0, 1} by
PS(x, y) =
{
1 if there is some z ∈ Fq such that x+ y = z2
0 otherwise.
Theorem 5. If q is a power of an odd prime, then Q∗cc(PS) ≥ Ω(log q).
Proof. Define χ : Fq → {−1, 0, 1} by
χ(x) =

1 if there is some nonzero z ∈ Fq such that x = z2
0 if x = 0
−1 otherwise.
(4)
Define PS′ : Fq × Fq → {−1, 0, 1} by PS′(x, y) = χ(x + y). Van Dam showed [Dam02] that
QOIP0 (PS
′) ≤ 2. By Theorem 1, it follows that Q∗cc(PS′) ≥ Ω(log q). Finally, Q∗cc(PS′) ≤
O(Q∗cc(PS)), because to compute PS′(x, y), Alice and Bob can compute PS(x, y) and also use
an equality protocol to check if x = −y.
Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is necessary, because if q is a power of two, then every
element of Fq is a perfect square. The OIP algorithm by van Dam [Dam02] that is used in the
proof of Theorem 5 is related to Paley’s construction of Hadamard3 matrices [Pal33], and a closely
related algorithm by van Dam [Dam02] can be combined with Theorem 1 to prove that if the
communication matrix associated with f : X×X → {−1, 1} is a Hadamard matrix, then Q∗cc(f) ≥
Ω(log |X|). (An alternate proof of this last fact: if the communication matrix associated with f is
a Hadamard matrix, then the discrepancy of f with respect to the uniform distribution is at most
|X|−1/2 [KN97]. The Q∗cc lower bound follows by a theorem by Linial and Shraibman [LS09b].)
We now give Q∗cc lower bounds for two other algebraic problems.
3Here, a Hadamard matrix is any matrix with ±1 entries whose rows are orthogonal.
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General multiplicative characters. The function χ defined by Eq. (4) is an example of a
multiplicative character. For our purposes, a multiplicative character of Fq is a function χ : Fq → C
such that χ(xy) = χ(x)χ(y) for all x, y ∈ Fq. We say that χ is trivial if χ(x) = 1 for all nonzero x.
Theorem 5 extends to arbitrary nontrivial multiplicative characters:
Theorem 6. Suppose χ : Fq → C is a nontrivial multiplicative character, g is a generator of F×q ,
and d is a positive integer such that χ(gd) = 1. Define f : Fq×Fq → C by f(x, y) = χ(x+ y). Then
Q∗cc(f) ≥ Ω(log q/ log(d+ 1)).
Proof. The image χ(Fq) has at most d+1 elements, namely χ(g), χ(g
2), . . . , χ(gd), and χ(0). There-
fore, we can think of f as a function Fq × Fq → Z where |Z| ≤ d+ 1. Finally, van Dam, Hallgren,
and Ip [DHI06] showed that QOIP(f) = 1. Applying Theorem 1 completes the proof.
Polynomials and perfect squares. The PS′ function that appears in the proof of Theorem 5 is
a special case of the following construction studied by Russell and Shparlinski [RS04]. For C ⊆ Fq[y],
define fC : C × Fq → {−1, 0, 1} by fC(p, y) = χ(p(y)), where χ is defined by Eq. (4). (So PS′ is the
case C = {x+ y : x ∈ Fq}.) The following theorem is similar to but incomparable with Theorem 5,
since it assumes that q is prime:
Theorem 7. Assume q is an odd prime. Suppose C is a set of monic, square-free polynomials of
degree at most d. Then
Q∗cc(fC) ≥ Ω
(
log |C|
d log(d+ 1)
)
.
Proof. Russell and Shparlinski showed under the specified assumptions [RS04] that QOIP(fC) ≤
O(d). The theorem follows immediately by applying Theorem 1.
4.2 Ordered search
4.2.1 Background
Fix N ∈ N. In the ordered search problem, there is an unknown number x ∈ [N ]. An oracle answers
queries of the form “Is y < x?” for a specified y ∈ [N ]. The goal is to find x. In other words, ordered
search is the oracle identification problem associated with the function GT : [N ] × [N ] → {0, 1}
defined by
GT(x, y) =
{
1 if x > y
0 if x ≤ y. (5)
The deterministic complexity of this problem is ⌈logN⌉ by binary search. The first lower bound
on the quantum complexity of ordered search was by Buhrman and de Wolf [BW99], who showed
that QOIP(GT) ≥ Ω(√logN/ log logN). The bound was subsequently improved by Farhi et al.
[FGGS98a] to logN/(2 log logN), and then further improved by Ambainis [Amb99] to Ω(logN).
This bound is of course asymptotically optimal, but the leading constant is still interesting. Høyer
et al. [HNS02] showed that QOIP0 (GT) ≥ 1pi lnN − O(1), which is currently the best known lower
bound for exact algorithms. In the case ε > 0, Ben-Or and Hassidim [BOH07] showed that
QOIPε (GT) ≥ 1−εpi lnN − O(ε), which has better ε dependence than the bound by Høyer et al.
A different line of work [FGGS99, HNS02, JLB05, CLP07, BOH07] has investigated upper bounds
on QOIP(GT).
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4.2.2 The new lower bound argument
In this section, we give a new proof that QOIP(GT) ≥ Ω(logN/ log logN). Our proof is much
simpler than previous arguments, and it gives a new perspective on the complexity of quantum
ordered search.
Theorem 8. QOIP(GT) ≥ Ω(logN/ log logN).
Proof. Nisan [Nis93] gave a classical ε-error public-coin protocol for GT in which Alice and Bob
exchange O(log logN + log(1/ε)) bits. In particular, this implies that Q∗ccε (GT) ≤ O(log logN +
log(1/ε)). Let ε be the value in Lemma 5. Then Lemma 5 implies that there is some constant
c ∈ (0, 2) (independent of everything) such that
(log logN + log QOIP(GT)) ·QOIP(GT) ≥ c · logN. (6)
Assume for a contradiction that
QOIP(GT) <
(c/2) · logN
log logN
. (7)
The denominator of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is at least 1 (for sufficiently large N) and
c/2 < 1, so QOIP(GT) < logN . Therefore, log QOIP(GT) < log logN . By Eq. (6), this contradicts
Eq. (7).
One might hope to prove a better lower bound on QOIP(GT) by using a better quantum com-
munication protocol for GT. Alas, this is not possible: Braverman and Weinstein [BW16] showed
that there is a distribution with respect to which the discrepancy of GT is O(1/
√
logN), and
Linial and Shraibman [LS09b] showed that the discrepancy method applies to Q∗cc, so Q∗cc(GT) ≥
Ω(log logN).
4.2.3 Distributional complexity
Since our tradeoff theorem extends to distributional query complexity, the proof of Theorem 8
can be extended to show that QOIPµ,1/3(GT) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)/ log logN) for any distribution µ on [N ].
At first glance, this seems like a new, interesting lower bound. But in fact, a superior bound of
Ω(H
1/2
max(µ)) follows easily from Ambainis’s result that Q
OIP(GT) ≥ Ω(logN) because of the special
structure of the GT function. To show this, we need the following elementary fact: if f : X → {0, 1}
is a function and Uf is the oracle Uf |x〉 |a〉 = |x〉 |a⊕ f(x)〉, then a controlled Uf operator can be
implemented using two queries to Uf , a Toffoli gate, and one ancilla qubit (initially |0〉 and restored
to |0〉). For completeness, we give the circuit in Fig. 1.
Proposition 1. For any distribution µ on [N ], QOIPµ,1/3(GT) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)).
Proof. Fix some QOIPµ,1/3(GT) algorithm. Let εx be the failure probability of the algorithm in the
case that the correct output is x ∈ [N ]. Then Ex∼µ[εx] ≤ 1/3. By Markov’s inequality, Prx∼µ[εx >
2/3] ≤ 1/2. Let S = {x : εx ≤ 2/3}, so that |S| ≥ 2H
1/2
max(µ). Write S = {s1, s2, . . . , sN ′}, where
si < si+1.
Let GT′ be the restriction of GT to [N ′] × [N ′]. We will show that QOIP2/3 (GT′) ≤ 2QOIPµ,1/3(GT).
The idea is simple: ordered search of [N ′] is equivalent (by relabeling) to ordered search of S, which
is achieved by the QOIPµ,1/3(GT) algorithm. We give details for completeness.
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|x〉
|0〉
|c〉
|a〉
|x〉
|0〉
|c〉
|a⊕ c · f(x)〉
Uf Uf
Figure 1: An implementation of controlled-Uf . The third register, initialized |c〉, is the control.
|y〉
|0〉
|0〉
|a〉
|y〉
|0〉
|0〉
|a⊕ GT(sj , y)〉
V
UGT′j
V −1
Figure 2: Simulating a query for the ordered search of [N ] using an oracle for the ordered search of
[N ′]. Here, UGT′j is the oracle for ordered search of the unknown value j ∈ [N ′], i.e. UGT′j |i〉 |a〉 =
|i〉 |a⊕ GT′(j, i)〉.
Define A : [N ]→ {0, 1} by
A(y) =
{
1 if s1 ≤ y
0 otherwise.
Define B : [N ]→ [N ′] by
B(y) =
{
max{i : si ≤ y} if s1 ≤ y
1 otherwise.
Let V be the unitary operation on CN ⊗ C2 ⊗ CN ′ defined by
V |y〉 |a〉 |b〉 = |y〉 |a⊕A(y)〉 |b+B(y) mod N ′〉 .
The algorithm for ordered search of [N ′]: Run the QOIPµ,1/3(GT) algorithm, but when it tries to make
a query, instead apply the circuit in Fig. 2. When it outputs a value x̂, if x̂ = sj for some j, output
j.
By the construction of V , the circuit in Fig. 2 simulates an oracle for searching for sj ∈ [N ]
when the true oracle is for searching for j ∈ [N ′]. Therefore, with probability at least 1 − εsj , i.e.
with probability at least 1/3, the simulation of the QOIPµ,1/3(GT) algorithm will output sj.
Two queries suffice to implement the circuit of Fig. 2, so QOIP2/3 (GT
′) ≤ 2QOIPµ,1/3(GT). Am-
bainis showed [Amb99] that QOIP(GT′) ≥ Ω(logN ′), and hence (by amplification) QOIP2/3 (GT′) ≥
Ω(logN ′) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)). Therefore, QOIPµ,1/3(GTN ) ≥ Ω(H1/2max(µ)).
Note that the ε-error classical distributional complexity of ordered search is exactly ⌈Hεmax(µ)⌉.
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5 Near-optimality of our tradeoff theorems
5.1 The exact case
In this section, we show that Theorem 2 is close to the best possible tradeoff in terms of only
Q∗cc0 (f), Q
OIP
0 (f), and |X|. There are examples, such as IP, where Theorem 2 is exactly tight
[CDNT13]. But the point is that we are giving a family of examples where Theorem 2 is close to
tight and QOIP0 (f) takes on all possible values up to log |X|:
Theorem 9. For any finite set X and any positive integer q ≤ log |X|, there exists a finite set Y
and a function f : X × Y → {0, 1} such that QOIP0 (f) = q and
QOIP0 (f) ·Q∗cc0 (f) ≤
1
2
log |X|+O(QOIP0 (f) · logQOIP0 (f)).
The proof of Theorem 9 is based on the fact that IP and INDEX approximately achieve the
two extremes of Theorem 2; we interpolate by appropriately composing IP with INDEX. To lower
bound QOIP0 (f), we use the following lemma by Beals et al. on the quantum query complexity of
the OR function with a controlled4 oracle:
Lemma 6 ([BBC+01]). Suppose h : [q] → {0, 1} is an unknown function. Let U be the unitary
operator on Cq ⊗C2 ⊗ C2 defined by
U |j〉 |c〉 |a〉 = |j〉 |c〉 |a⊕ c · h(j)〉 .
Then q queries to U are required to exactly compute OR(h(1), . . . , h(q)).
(It will not matter for us that the OR function in particular appears in Lemma 6. All that we
will actually need is that q queries are required to learn the entire function h(·).)
Proof of Theorem 9. Define n = ⌈1q log |X|⌉. Define X0 = {0, 1}nq and Y = [q] × {0, 1}n. We first
define a function g : X0 × Y → {0, 1}. For any x1, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}q , j ∈ [q], y ∈ {0, 1}n, we define
g((x1, . . . , xn), (j, y)) =
n∑
i=1
yi · xij (mod 2),
where xij denotes the jth bit of xi. In other words, the output of g is IP(w, y), where wi =
INDEX(xi, j). Identify X with some subset of X0 of size |X| such that (x1, 0q, 0q, . . . , 0q) ∈ X for
all x1 ∈ {0, 1}q . (This is possible because q ≤ log |X|.) Let f be the restriction of g to X × Y .
We first show that QOIP0 (f) ≤ q. In short, to compute x, for j = 1 to q, we learn xij for every
i using a single query via the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm. For completeness, we now give the
algorithm in explicit detail.
1. For j = 1 to q:
(a) Prepare the state
|φ0〉 = 1√
2n+1
∑
y∈{0,1}n
z∈{0,1}
(−1)z |j〉 |y〉 |z〉 .
4Formally, Beals et al. only proved the simpler version of Lemma 6 with a non-controlled oracle. But as they
observed in a footnote, the proof generalizes to the controlled case.
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Figure 3: The tradeoff for exact protocols/algorithms when X = {0, 1}100 . Theorem 2 implies that
every function f : X × Y → Z lies on or above the curve, i.e. outside the shaded region. For
each value of QOIP0 (f), the × symbol marks the smallest integer value of Q∗cc0 (f) consistent with
Theorem 2, and the • symbol marks the function constructed in the proof of Theorem 9.
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(b) Query the fx oracle, giving the state
|φ1〉 = 1√
2n+1
∑
y∈{0,1}n
z∈{0,1}
(−1)z |j〉 |y〉 |z ⊕ g((x1, . . . , xn), (j, y)〉
=
1√
2n+1
∑
w∈{0,1}n
z′∈{0,1}
(−1)z′+g((x1,...,xn),(j,y)) |j〉 |y〉 |z′〉
=
1√
2n+1
∑
w∈{0,1}n
z′∈{0,1}
(−1)z′+
∑n
i=1 yi·xij |j〉 |y〉 |z′〉 .
(c) Apply a Hadamard transformation to each of the last n+ 1 qubits, giving the state
|φ2〉 = |j〉 |x1j , . . . , xnj〉 |1〉 .
(d) Measure to learn x1j , . . . , xnj .
Next, we show that QOIP0 (f) ≥ q by a reduction from Lemma 6. Fix some function h : [q]→ {0, 1}.
Define
xij =
{
h(j) if i = 1
0 if i 6= 1.
By our definition of X, x ∈ X. A query to fx is equivalent to a query to the oracle U in Lemma 6,
with |y1〉 taking the place of the control |c〉. Therefore, QOIP0 (f) queries to U suffice to learn
x. Having learned x, we can output OR(x11, . . . , x1q), which (by the definition of x) is exactly
OR(h(1), . . . , h(q)). Therefore, by Lemma 6, QOIP0 (f) ≥ q.
Next, we show that Q∗cc0 (f) ≤ ⌈12n⌉ + ⌈12 log q⌉. By superdense coding [BW92], Bob sends j
to Alice using ⌈12 log q⌉ qubits. By superdense coding again, Alice sends x1j , . . . , xnj to Bob using
⌈12n⌉ qubits. Finally, Bob outputs
∑n
i=1 yi · xij (mod 2).
Combining completes the proof:
Q∗cc0 (f) ·QOIP0 (f) ≤
(
1
2
n+
1
2
log q +O(1)
)
· q
≤ 1
2
nq +O(q log q)
≤ 1
2
log |X|+O(QOIP0 (f) · logQOIP0 (f)).
5.2 The bounded-error case
A bounded-error version of Theorem 9 is also true by a similar argument. To prove it, we use the
following lemma by Farhi et al. and Beals et al. in place of Lemma 6:
Lemma 7 ([FGGS98b, BBC+01]). Suppose h : [q]→ {0, 1} is an unknown function. Let U be the
unitary operator on Cq ⊗ C2 ⊗C2 defined by
U |j〉 |c〉 |a〉 = |j〉 |c〉 |a⊕ c · h(j)〉 .
Then at least q/2 queries to U are required to compute PARITY(h(1), . . . , h(q)) with failure proba-
bility at most 1/3.
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Theorem 10. For any finite set X and any positive integer q ≤ log |X|, there exists a finite set Y
and a function f : X × Y → {0, 1} such that q/2 ≤ QOIP(f) ≤ q and
QOIP(f) ·Q∗cc(f) ≤ 1
2
log |X|+O(QOIP(f) · logQOIP(f)).
Proof sketch. Use the same construction as in the proof of Theorem 9. Use Lemma 7 instead of
Lemma 6 for the lower bound on QOIP(f). The rest of the analysis goes through as before, because
obviously QOIP(f) ≤ QOIP0 (f) and Q∗cc(f) ≤ Q∗cc0 (f).
5.3 Open problems
We leave open the problem of closing the gaps between Theorems 2 and 9 and between Theorems 1
and 10. In particular:
• Is the logQOIP(f) term in Theorem 1 necessary? Is the log |Z| term necessary?
• Can Theorem 1 be significantly strengthened in the regime Q∗cc(f) ≤ o(log log |X|)? For
example, if f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} satisfies Q∗cc(f) ≤ O(1), does that imply that
QOIP(f) ≥ exp(Ω(n))?
We also leave it as an open question whether Theorem 3 (the distributional generalization of
Theorem 1) is near-optimal.
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